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Cintas Ansi Class 3 Rain Gear -61915 & 68605

HIGH-VISIBILITY RAIN JACKET - ANSI CLASS 3
• Zipper closure with removable hood with storm flap
• 100% polyurethane polyester for water resistance
• Imported

HI VISIBILITY RAIN PANTS W/REFLECTIVE TAPE
• Elastic waist
• 300 denier nylon
• Imported

Color: Hi Vis Green

Sizes: S-5XL

Jacket Price: $71.49
Pant Price: $32.99
Kikker II Rain Gear Frogg Toggs –NT65119 & NTH85106

Colors: Black/Hi Vis Green, and Hi Vis Green/Black

Sizes: S-2XL

Jacket Price: $58.33
Pant Price: $53.33

Rain Jacket:
- Fully sealed and taped waterproof seams
- Water-resistant zippered front closure, chest storage pocket and handwarmer pockets
- Frogg Eyyz reflective piping
- Adjustable neoprene cuff openings w/ Velcro cinch Tuck-in and removable hood w/ drip-free visor
- Adjustable elastic waistband w/ shock cord and dual cord locks

Rain Pants:
- Adjustable, oversized zippered leg openings with storm flap for easy on/off over boots & shoes
- Adjustable elastic waist band with adjustable webbing belt & quick-release buckle
- Waterproof hip storage pocket
- Reflective boot strips Removable elastic "spats" to hold leggings down in the wind and rain (not shown)
Men's Frogg Toggs Tekk Toads –TT6039 & TT8039

The Frogg Toggs Classic Tekk Toad represents the state-of-the-art in non-woven rainsuit technology. We put all our years of experience into the design and construction of this durable, full-featured suit. The Tekk Toad features a parka-length jacket with a raglan sleeve design which is ideal for active use, and the full cut of the suit allows plenty of range of motion and can easily be worn over insulated clothing. The tuck-away hood design and front zipper closure with rain gutter and storm flap make this suit ready to handle even the roughest weather. The pants feature extended 16" adjustable leg openings which makes it easy to pull them on over boots, and the easy access cargo pockets give you plenty of room for gear.

Color: Black
Sizes: S-3XL
Jacket Price: $33.33
Pant Price: $33.33
Frogg Toggs Highway Toadz Reflective Rain Gear
-NTH65125 & NTH85106

Rain Jacket Features:

- Fully sealed and taped waterproof seams
- Zippered front closure
- Dual storm flap and rain gutter with hook-and-loop front closure and snaps at the top and bottom
- Exclusive reflective piping and 2” Toad Strip on back
- Adjustable elastic cuff openings and hideaway hood with drip-free collar adjustments
- Easy-access handwarmer pockets
- Adjustable waistband with shock cord and dual cord locks

Rain Pant Features:

- Fully sealed and taped waterproof seams
- Adjustable, oversized zippered leg openings with storm flap for easy on and off over boots and shoes
- Adjustable elastic waistband with adjustable webbing belt and quick-release buckle • Frogg Eyzz reflective piping
- Reflective boot strips
- Removable elastic spats to hold leggings down in the wind and rain

Color: Black/Silver, and Hi Vis Green/Black

Sizes: S-2XL

Jacket Price: $58.33
Pant Price: $53.33